In this installment of Humans of UAB, watch as UAB’s official drone videographer shares video from his flights and a glamor shot of his amazing flying machine.

See campus from a new perspective.
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involvement opportunities.

will be tabling to share student organizations that

Enjoy food and music while

Connect Fest

Save 50 percent at UAB Eye Care Trunk Show

Aug. 16. Featured brands include Ray-Ban, Gucci, YSL and more. During the trunk show, receive 50 percent off frames and lenses on participating brands when not using insurance.

Shop the latest styles in eyeglasses and sunglasses at

Check out other student benefits offered by UAB Eye Care

American Academy of Optometry Fellowships

Three vision science graduate students, including Ellen Antwi-Adjei, OD, Mahmoud Adu-Agyeiwaah, OD, have received fellowships.

HudsonAlpha Genomic Medicine PostDoctoral Training Program provides mentorship and clinical research training that enables trainees to solve problems in prevention, diagnosis and treatment of human disease.

Do you want to tackle big problems with genomics?

Research & learning

Blazer achievements

Things to know

Campus Calendar

More news online

uab.edu/news